
Blow-back rig with ring 
A quick step by step guide on tying the simple yet effective blow-back rig with a ring. 

Below are the components that you will need to tie the rig 

 

The first step is to tie a small overhand knot in one end of your selected hook link material to form 
the hair. It is recommended to use a supple hook link material. If I’m tying a rig for a snowman type 
rig I prefer to tie the overhand loop so that knot sits in the bottom bait and acts as an anchor point 

to keep the bait in place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Next mount your selected bait onto the hair. Having the bait on the hair helps get the correct length 
when tying on the rig ring. 

 

Next slide on the rig ring and using a couple of overhand knots secure the ring in place roughly 5mm 
from the bottom bait. (Length of the hair is personal preference but I’ve found 5mm works well). 

 

Next slide on your chosen hook pattern and thread the hook link material through the back of the 
hook. 

 

Position the ring so that it sits roughly level with the barb (if using barbed hooks). If using barbless 
roughly halfway from the point and the start of the curve would be ideal. Having the ring too far 



down away from the point would allow the ring to slide round the curve and off over the point. 
Using a simple knotless knot tie on the hook once the position of the ring is sorted. 

 

 

Next I take a rig kicker and trim around 2mm off the end. 

 

Slide the trimmed rig kicker down the hook link and over the eye of the hook. 

 

 



Next slide on a tungsten sinker to help keep the hook link pinned to the lake bed. 

 

Position the sinker roughly half way down the hook link. 

 

Tie an overhand loop at the opposite end and slide on a anti tangle sleeve. 

 

 



The rig is now finished and ready to catch you a fish! 

 

 

Affordable Angling components used: 

Anti Tangle Sleeves Wide Fit- Camo Flex Small 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/terminal-tackle/products/anti-tangle-sleeves-camo-flex-small 

Rig Kickerz - Trans Green Small 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/terminal-tackle/products/rig-kickerz-trans-green 

Round Rig Rings 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/rig-components/products/round-rig-rings-4-4mm 

Tungsten Hooklink Sinkers – Large 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/tungsten-products/products/tungsten-hooklink-sinkers-large 

Boilie Stops 

https://affordableangling.co.uk/collections/terminal-tackle/products/boilie-stops 
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